
AP Biology Summer Assignment

Welcome to LaGrange Academy’s AP Biology course! If you have not already
please join our google classroom via code xay3aey, this assignment is also posted
in there. This assignment should not take long to complete and it can be broken
up into parts. Some items are review and other items are new materials that I
would like for each student to get a little familiarity with before we cover it in class.
If you have any questions feel free to reach out through google classroom or you
may email me at katiestout@lagrangeacademy.org. I look forward to seeing
everyone in the fall!

mailto:katiestout@lagrangeacademy.org


Assignmen� #1: Introductio�
This part is meant to let me get to know you and your perspective as well as your
future goals. Please type a cohesive essay answering the following questions.
(They do not have to be answered in the order they are listed)

1. Why are you taking AP Biology?
2. What are your future plans for after high school? ( Do you know a college

you want to attend? Is there a particular major you are drawn to? etc…) If
you are unsure tell me about subjects you are interested in or subjects you
are uninterested in and why.

3. What are you plans for summer break? (Any trips, internships, activities,
etc…)

4. What tactics do you use to study?
5. Which topics, lessons, or labs from previous science classes have you

enjoyed?
6. What topics do you remember most from 9th grade biology?
7. What are your thoughts on cheating? (This includes copying homework

assignments)
8. What are your thoughts on ethics and science?
9. What is an appropriate question that you have for me? (Try to keep it

focused on the AP Biology course)

Assignmen� #2: Dat� Skill�, Mat�, an� Statistica� Analysi�
Background: Graphing is an important procedure used by scientists to display
the data that is collected during a controlled experiment. Line graphs must be
constructed correctly to accurately portray the data collected. Many times the
wrong construction of a graph detracts from the acceptance of an individual’s
hypothesis. A graph contains five major parts:

a. Title: depicts what the graph is about. By reading the title, the reader
should get an idea about the graph. It should be a concise statement
placed above the graph.

b. Independent variable: variable that can be controlled by the experimenter.
It usually includes time (dates, minutes, hours, etc.), depth (feet, meters), and
temperature (Celsius). This variable is placed on the X axis (horizontal axis).

c. Dependent variable: variable that is directly a�ected by the independent
variable. It is the result of what happens because of the independent
variable. Example: How many oxygen bubbles are produced by a plant
located five meters below the surface of the water? The oxygen bubbles are
dependent on the depth of the water. This variable is placed on the Y-axis
or vertical axis.

d. Scales for variables: In constructing a graph one needs to know where to
plot the points representing the data. In order to do this a scale must be
employed to include all the data points. This must also take up a
conservative amount of space. It is not suggested to have a run on scale



making the graph too hard to manage. The scales should start with 0 and
climb based on intervals such as: multiples of 2, 5, 10, 20, 25, 50, or 100. The
scale of numbers will be dictated by your data values.

e. Legend: is a short descriptive narrative concerning the graph's data. It
should be short and concise and placed under the graph. See attached
sheet for TAILS and DRY MIX.

Problem 1:
In an experiment about photosynthesis, an underwater plant produces oxygen
during the process.

1. Plot a graph representing the data on a separate graph paper. Be sure to
give it a title, correct X

and Y axis with correct variables and scales, and legend.

2. What is the dependent variable and why?

3. What is the independent variable and why?

4. What title would you give the graph?

5. What are the mean, median, and mode of all 3 columns of data? Use
http://www.purplemath.com/modules/meanmode.htm to help you calculate
the 3 M’s.

● Depth:
● Bubbles Plant A.:
● Bubbles Plant B:

Median______ Mode_______ Mean _________
Median______ Mode_______ Mean _________
Median______ Mode_______ Mean _________

Problem 2:
Diabetes is a disease a�ecting the insulin producing glands of the pancreas. If
there is not enough insulin
being produced by these cells, the amount of glucose in the blood will remain
high. A blood glucose level
above 140 ml/L for an extended time after eating is not considered normal. This
disease, if not brought

http://www.purplemath.com/modules/meanmode.htm


under control, can lead to severe complications and ultimately death.

1. Plot a graph representing the data on a separate graph paper. Be sure to
give it a title, correct X and Y axis with correct variables and scales, and
legend.

2. What is the dependent variable and why?

3. What is the independent variable and why?

4. What title would you give the graph?

5. Which, if any, of the above individuals (A or B) has diabetes?

6. What data do you have to support your hypothesis?

7. If the time period were extended to 6 hours, what would be the expected
blood glucose level for Person B?

8. What is the mode, range, mean, median, standard deviation, and standard
error of the mean for each Person? Show your work. Use this website to
calculate SD and SEM:

http://www.endmemo.com/math/sd.php

● Person A:
Mode______ Range _______ Mean _______ Median_______ SD_______ SEM _______
● Person B:
Mode______ Range _______ Mean _______ Median_______ SD_______ SEM _______

http://www.endmemo.com/math/sd.php


Assignmen� #3: CHI Square� Tes�
This is typically something new for all students but we don’t get to it until the
latter part of the school year. The goal is to allow you to have some familiarity with
it now so it won’t seem as foreign when we get to it in class.

Part One Directions: Go to http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WXPBoFDqNVk and
watch the video tutorial on how to perform a Chi-Squared statistical test. Answer
the questions below while you watch the video tutorial.

Identify what these symbols represent from the Chi-Square Stats Test:

1) Why do you perform a Chi-Square test?

2) What is the null hypothesis for the Chi-Square test?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WXPBoFDqNVk


3) How do you calculate your degrees of freedom?

4) What critical value is always used in AP Bio?

5) When do you reject your null hypothesis?

6) When do you accept your null hypothesis?

Part Two: Practice performing the Chi-Squared test with the problems below. Show
your setup.

Problem 1: We collected data by flipping a two-sided coin 200 times. The coin
landed heads-up 108 times and tails-up 92 times. Perform a Chi-Square test to see
if there is any statistical di�erence between our results and the expected results.
Accept or reject the null hypothesis.
Null hypothesis: There is no statistical di�erence between the number of heads
and the number of tails.



Degrees of Freedom: _______
Accept or Reject Null Hypothesis: ________________________________________________

Problem 2: We collected data by flipping a two-sided coin 200 times. The coin
landed heads-up 120 times and tails-up 80 times. Perform a Chi-Square test to see
if there is any statistical di�erence between our results and the expected results.
Accept or reject the null hypothesis.
Null hypothesis:
______________________________________________________________________________ (You give
the null hypothesis)

Degrees of Freedom: _______
Accept or Reject Null Hypothesis: ________________________________________________

Problem 3: After 60 roles of a di, a student collected this information in regards to
the landing of the rolled di: 1 (16 times), 2 ( 5 times), 3 (9 times), 4 (7 times), 5(6 times),
6(17 times). Perform a Chi-Square test to see if there is any statistical di�erence
between our results and the expected results. Accept or reject the null hypothesis.

Degrees of Freedom: _______
Accept or Reject Null Hypothesis: ________________________________________________



Assignmen� #4: How t� Writ� � Scientifi� �planatio�
On the AP Exam FRQ section your writing is extremely important. The readers are
looking for answers to be completed in a scientific manner while using keywords
or phrases.

Components of a Scientific Explanation
● Make a claim about the problem.
● Provide evidence for the claim.
● Provide reasoning that links the evidence to the claim.

Definitions for CER
● Claim: An assertion or conclusion that answers the original question. The claim
is in present/past tense, never future (do not use the words “will” or “would”). Also,
this is not a hypothesis statement (no “if, then” statements).
● Evidence: Scientific data that supports the student’s claim that must be
appropriate and su�cient. Can come from an investigation or other source such
as observations, reading material, archived data, or other source.
● Reasoning: Justification that links the claim and evidence. Shows why the data
counts as evidence to support the claim, using appropriate scientific principles.
Also shows the importance and connection to a scientific principle.

Qualities of Communication
Write the explanation so others can understand it.
✓ Use precise and accurate scientific language.
✓ Write clearly so that anyone interested in the explanation can understand it.
✓ Explain your logic to help share your knowledge.



Explanation Tool Layout

CER Example for Biology

Problem 1:
Laura went into the tundra biome to record polar bear population numbers. She
visited two places to make her observations: Katchumuk National Park and
Wallopeg National Park. She spent 7 days at each location and recorded how
many di�erent polar bears she saw at each location. Her data can be found in
the table below. Using the data below, complete the CER to make a scientific claim,
backed in evidence and reasoning.



CER:
The Question:

My Claim:

My Evidence: My Justification of the Evidence:

Problem 2: Lactose Intolerance CER
Lactose intolerance means the body cannot easily digest
lactose, a type of natural sugar found in milk and dairy
products. When lactose moves through the large intestine
without being properly digested, it can cause
uncomfortable symptoms such as gas, belly pain, and
bloating. Some people who have lactose intolerance cannot
digest any milk products. Others can eat or drink small
amounts of milk products or certain types of milk products
without problems.

Lactose intolerance occurs when the small intestine does
not make enough of an enzyme called lactase. Lactase
catalyzes the reaction that separates the disaccharide
lactose, which is comprised of glucose and galactose.

Two people are given a glass of milk and have their blood
drawn every 15 minutes for 1 hour. Their results are listed in the table to the right.

1. Graph the data using the data to the right. (upload a picture of the graph, or
use the guide below. HINT: Use TAILS)

2. Complete the CER addressing the guiding question: Which person, Steven or
Rachel, is lactose intolerant?



CER:
The Question:

My Claim:

My Evidence: My Justification of the Evidence:

Assignmen� #4: Review of Cell� an� Cel� Functio�
Using prior knowledge, your past science notes, or research, complete the
following parts of this assignment. This should have definitely been covered in
previous biology and life science classes. We will talk through these again in AP
Bio but at a faster pace since this should be something everyone is already
familiar with.

Part One:Match the cell part with the appropriate function in the cell. Write the
appropriate letter next to the cell part.



Cell Part

Nucleus ______
Vacuole ______
Cell Membrane ______
Cell Wall ______
Cytoplasm ______
Mitochondrion ______
Chloroplast ______
Golgi apparatus/ Body ______
Endoplasmic Reticulum ______
Lysosome ______
Ribosome ______

Function

A. A large/small storage sac that
holds
food, water, and waste.
B. Cellular respiration occurs here.
Double membrane organelle that
makes ATP.
C. Photosynthesis takes place here.
Double membrane that makes
glucose.
D. Brain of the cell. Controls the cell’s
activities. Has pores in the envelope
to allow for mRNA to leave.
E. Smooth and Rough types and
helps
synthesize lipids.
F. Packages and moves protein in
vesicles throughout the cell.
G. Clean up crews of the cell.
Contains
digestive enzymes to break down
work out organelles
H. Site of translation. Made of two
subunits that translates mRNA into
protein.
I. Jelly-like material that holds and
protects the cell’s organelles
J. Outer layer of the plant cell which
protects the cell.
K. Made of two phospholipid layers
which allow movement of materials
in and out of the cell (with the use of
proteins).



Part Two: With the cell parts above, identify if they are found in prokaryotes,
eukaryotes, or both types
of cells.

Cell Part Types of Cells?

Nucleus

Vacuole

Cell Membrane

Cell Wall

Cytoplasm

Mitochondrion

Chloroplast

Golgi apparatus/body

Endoplasmic Reticulum

Lysosome

Ribosome

Part Three: Color the plant eukaryotic cell accordingly.
This assignment is more for you to get acquainted with where the organelles are
and what they look like. If you cannot complete this assignment, don’t stress. Just
make sure you know each organelle’s function and structure seen in the image.



Part Four: Color the animal eukaryotic cell accordingly.
This assignment is more for you to get acquainted with where the organelles are
and what they look like. If you cannot complete this assignment, don’t stress. Just
make sure you know each organelle’s function and structure seen in the image.



WOO! You made it through, ready for class to begin?!?! I will share some other
review videos/podcasts that might be helpful to ensure you are feeling ready for
day one. This class will be fast paced to ensure we cover all of the CED’s required
materials in time for the AP exam in May. I look forward to seeing everyone back
at school in August!


